This review found that moderate reductions in depressive symptoms were attainable with a range of pharmacological and psychological interventions for women with perinatal depression. Methodological flaws in the review mean that the authors' conclusions should be interpreted with some degree of caution and make the reliability of the review conclusions unclear.
statistic and Ι². Where heterogeneity was present, exploratory sensitivity analyses assessed potential moderator effects; these included elements of the research designs and intervention characteristics. Publication bias was evaluated by the visual appraisal of funnel plots, Duval and Tweedie's trim-and-fill method and calculation of the fail-safe N to determine the number of studies required to produce a non-significant overall effect size.
Results of the review
Twenty-seven studies (1,274 participants, range four to 193) were included in the review: 16 randomised controlled trials (RCTs), two quasi-randomised trials and nine open trials. Nineteen studies used psychotherapy, four studies used pharmacological therapy and four studies used combination therapy. Intention-to-treat analyses were used in 19 studies. Outcome assessors were blinded to treatment status in eight studies. Concurrent treatment was allowed in nine studies, but was not stated for eight studies.
There were statistically significant improvements in depressive symptoms from pre-treatment to post-treatment (Hedges g 1.61, 95% CI 1.40 to 1.81, Ι²=86%; 25 studies) across all treatment groups. The interventions given to the treatment groups were associated with significantly larger reductions in depressive symptoms than the control treatments with an overall effect size of 0.65 (95% CI 0.45 to 0.86, Ι²=43%; 13 studies) after the removal of outlier results from one study. The fail-safe N was 229, which was larger than the number of non-significant studies (75). There was no evidence of publication bias shown using funnel plots or the trim-and-fill procedures.
Controlled analyses of the studies with interpersonal psychotherapy interventions had larger effect sizes (g=0.96) than those that utilised cognitive-behavioural therapy interventions (g=40). There was a trend for studies of clinic-based interventions to have higher effect sizes than home-based interventions. There were no significant differences on the basis of length of treatment or method of administration (individual compared to group therapy).
Authors' conclusions
Moderate reductions in depressive symptoms were attainable with a range of pharmacological and psychological interventions for women with perinatal depression. Interventions with an interpersonal therapy component were found to have larger effects than interventions with a cognitive-behavioural component.
CRD commentary
The review addressed a clear question and criteria were outlined for the inclusion of studies. Appropriate databases were searched for relevant studies, although the authors did not state all the databases used and this would hamper any attempts to reproduce the search. It was not clear whether language restrictions were applied; language restrictions would have risked language bias. Attempts were made to identify unpublished studies and the authors evaluated the potential for publication bias using validated methods. Steps were taken to minimise errors and bias for data extraction, but no such steps were reported for study selection and the assessment of methodological quality.
The combination of studies of different designs and clinical heterogeneity in the interventions and outcome measures in a meta-analysis may not have been appropriate as the results of quasi-randomised studies and open trials are vulnerable to a number of potential biases. However, the reviewers explored potential sources of heterogeneity using sensitivity analyses of moderator variables of study and intervention characteristics.
Methodological flaws in the review mean that the authors' conclusions should be interpreted with some degree of caution and make the reliability of the review conclusions unclear.
Implications of the review for practice and research
Practice: The authors did not state any implications for practice.
Research: The authors stated that further research to evaluate the efficacy of well-defined cognitive-behavioural interventions (especially where cognitive-behavioural therapies and individual psychotherapy protocols were compared to each other) were necessary to establish whether individualised psychotherapy was a more effective intervention for perinatal depression. More research was required to determine whether location had an effect on intervention efficacy. Pharmacological interventions should be compared directly to address the relative efficacy of these intervention types.
